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Abstract:  This Fully electric vehicles are being introduced to the passenger car market in addition to the already popular hybrid 

vehicles. There are existing and proposed standards for the design of these vehicles to reduce the risk of occupants and rescue 

personnel being exposed to hazards such as corrosive chemicals, toxic fumes, fire and electric shock in the event of a crash. Some 

manufacturers are understood to be working with rescue organizations to develop appropriate procedures for dealing with these 

crashes. No problems with the electrical systems or batteries were encountered. Lithium-ion batteries are becoming popular and 

these might introduce different hazards for crash- test and rescue personnel. 

 

IndexTerms – Electrical Vehicle, Efficiency, Renewable energy sources 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An electric motor forces an electric vehicle (EV) as opposed to an internal combustion engine and it can generate power by 

burning a mixture of fuel and gases. So, to resolve the problem like increasing pollution and climate change. The deterioration of 

natural resources, so electric cars is considered as an alternative for present day vehicle industry. The idea of electric cars is not 

new, it has been center of attraction since the last decade because of increasing carbon emissions, which is causing dangerous 

effects on environment. Figure 1. General appearance of introduction to EVs. 

Figure 1. Introduction to EV 

In 2010, India made its first official move to uplift the usage of electrical cars. The Indian Ministry of New and Renewable 

Energy (MNRE) authorized a Rs 100 crore programme, and the government offered a financial subsidies for makers of electric cars 

sold in India. The programme, which went into effect in November 2010, called for subsidies of up to 15% on automobile old-

factory pricing, based on maximum. The Ministry later withdrew the allowance programme, though, in April 2012. 

In an effort to undertake a sizable transition to electric powered vehicle & to solve problems with to countrywide power safety, 

automobile pollution & the enlargement of nearby manufacturing competencies India provided the countrywide electric powered 

mobility project plan 2017 in 2013.Arun Jaitley, who was the finance minister at the time introduced quicker adoption & 

production electrical vehicle (fame), with an prelimnary outlay of Rs 65 crore, throughout the presentation of the union budget for 

2015 within the Parliament. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 B. Song et al. [1] discusses recent electric vehicle technology with battery has faced many problems: high cost, weight, driving 

distance, long charging time and danger of electric shock. An inductive power transfer pickup for electric vehicles such as pickup of 

traditional transformer enables electric vehicles to overcome these problems by using contactless power transfer. Also, inductive 

power transfer pickup has many advantages including high efficiency, high power, a large air gap and lightweight. In this paper, 

proposed inductive power pickup was developed using series capacitor with ferrite cores and multi-windings and was tested for 

its ability to transfer electricity wirelessly. When tested for output power and efficiency of pickup, output power of 20kW and 

efficiency of 86.7% were achieved at 20 kHz and 250mm air gap. 

V. Sreedhar [2] discusses, with increasing concern over the environment and ever- stringent emissions regulations, the electric 

vehicle has been investigated as an alternative form of transportation. However, the electric vehicle suffers from relatively short 

range and long charging times and consequently has not become an acceptable solution to the automotive consumer. The addition 

of an internal combustion engine to extend the range of the electric vehicle is one method of exploiting the high efficiency and lack 

of emissions of the electric vehicle while retaining the range and convenient refueling times of a conventional gasoline powered 

vehicle.  

B. Frieske, M. Kloezke and F. Mauser [3] discusses the state-of-the-art and trends in vehicle concept as well as key technology 

development in the context of electric mobility in a time frame from 2002 until 2012. Thus, an extensive vehicle concept database 

was designed, covering detailed technical specifications of more than 200 electrified vehicles in 3 different world regions, also 

considering different stages in vehicle development. By analyzing and comparing over 75 different market- and technology-
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oriented parameters per vehicle, sophisticated statements for the state-of- the-art and development trends of Hybrid and Battery 

Electric Vehicles are identified. Results in this paper illustrate trends for Hybrid and Battery Electric Vehicle concept development 

with a focus on vehicle development stages, vehicle segments and powertrain architectures. On the other hand, state-of-the-art and 

trends for the development of two electric mobility key technologies are pointed out: Batteries and electric machines. 

J. Schmutzler, C. Rierfort and C. Wietfield [4] discusses potential energy purchase strategies for an ICT-enabled and active 

charge management of a large fleet of electric vehicles in order to minimize applicable costs for the purchase of energy at 

Day-Ahead or Intraday spot markets. The optimization potential for energy purchase is leveraged through a Markovian electric 

vehicle charging model and on the basis of empirical data for mobility patterns of vehicles as well as actual spot market data. Two 

scenarios with different charging characteristics of the EV fleet are investigated. 

T. Tudorache, A. Marinescu and I. Dumbrava [5] discusses a review of the existing charging technologies for EVs, followed by 

a presentation of a proposed solution based on several distributed transmitter coils supplied by parallel resonant inverters 

sequentially energized depending on the position of receiver coil mounted on the vehicle. Then a reduced scale demonstrator with 

an energized lane of several meters, containing the elements of a real system, will be presented. Numerical 3D simulations are used 

to calculate the parameters of the inductive charging system and their variation with the EV position as well as the energy transfer 

efficiency. Parts of the numerical results are experimentally validated. 

A. Govidarasu and A. S. Vekatesh [6] discusses implementation of hundred percent Electric Vehicles (EV) by 2030 is one of 

the most challenging visions for developing countries, especially for India with higher population growth, shortage in infrastructure 

for electric vehicles and safety measures, etc. Three major key drivers who contribute towards this vision are Government, Industry 

and Consumer. They may be independent but they should be holding hands together for striving towards electrification of the 

vehicles. Driving this path-breaking move needs single minded focus and ready to accept mindset to enjoy the roller coast ride from 

every sector for upcoming years. Government should be committed towards pollution free country and focus on the use of clean 

energy which will provide impetus to the industry to achieve this major revolution. 

N. Mathew and G. varaprasad [7] discusses the technological advancements in the transportation sector has significantly 

contributed to the nation's growth, but also immensely contributed to the greenhouse gases and air pollution. This air pollution has 

become a severe threat to the mankind. So in this context, the introduction of non- polluting vehicles has gained significance which 

led to the introduction of Electric Vehicles (EVs) in India. Even though the EVs are in market, the acceptance by the customers are 

less compared to the conventional vehicles. Therefore, this study gains significance in finding out the factors which affect the 

adoption of electric vehicles in India. Some of the factors/ barriers explored from the literature for the adoption of EVs are socio-

technical barriers like EV battery range limitations, less number of charging stations, improper government policies, sustainability, 

user reactions, demographic factors etc. [8] Statistical methods can be used to identify the effect of each factor in adoption. 

Qualitative and quantitative tools can be used for the analysis of the case. Thus the identification of key factors/ barriers and 

corresponding actions can be taken for the effective adoption of electric vehicles. 

In this literature survey, we have summarized the Electric vehicles use electricity to charge their batteries instead of using fossil 

fuels like petrol or diesel. Electric vehicles are more efficient, and that combined with the electricity cost means that charging an 

electric vehicle is cheaper than filling petrol or diesel for your travel requirements. 

 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Present day life cannot function without transportation, yet the traditional combustion engine is gradually declining. 

Vehicles powered by petrol, CNG or diesel are very polluting, and fully electric vehicles are rapidly replacing them. Complete 

electric cars (EVs) are crucial for the environment and produce no exhaust emissions. You can contribute in the transformation 

brought only by electric vehicles. Some real life problems identified shown in figure 2. 

3.1 Lower running costs 

Compared to fossil fuel vehicle, an electric vehicle has remarkably reduced operating costs. Rather than using fossil fuels like 

petrol, CNG or diesel to charge their batteries, electric vehicles uses electricity. Due to their greater efficiency and the cheap cost 

of power, charging an electric car is more beneficial than paying for gasoline or diesel for your travel needs. The use of EV can be 

more environmentally benign when powered by sustainable energy sources. If charging is done with the support of renewable 

energy sources installed at home, such as solar panels, the cost of electricity can be reduced. 

3.2 Low maintenance cost 

Because they have fewer moving parts than internal combustion engines, electric cars require very less maintenance. Compared to 

typical petrol or diesel automobiles, electric cars require less maintenance. As a result, operating an electric vehicle has a very low 

annual cost 

3.3 Zero carbon emissions 

Driving an electric vehicle can help you reduce your carbon emissions because there will be zero emissions. You can lower the 

environmental impact of charging your vehicle by choosing sustainable energy options for home electricity. 

3.4 Tax & Financial benefits 

In comparisons to conventional vehicles, electric cars booking and lane tax are low cost. Different types of subsidies and bonuses 

are provided by the governments of different states. 
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                   Figure 2. Problem identification 

The advance cost of an electric car is comparatively more than normal conventional cars. Different financial helps are 

provided by governments for a common man to buy a electric car. The steps to acquire benefits are: 

a. Acquire bonuses: The customer can get electric cars in discounted price. 

b. Gift cards: Gifts card are provided for more surprising benefits. 

c. Lane tax exemption: Lane tax is not charged while buying electrical cars. 

d. Income tax benefits: Provided as a removal from the amount of total tax that a buyer have to pay the governments. 

e. Discarding rewards: On unregistering outdated conventional cars. 

f. Other incentives:  Di f feren t  benefits can be taken like no-interest loans, subsidies, special offers on electric 

three-wheelers, etc. 

IV. PROS AND CONS OF EV 

When compared to traditional gasoline-powered cars, electric cars are far cleaner. Over the course of a life, almost every gasoline-

powered vehicle, no matter how little, emits less carbon dioxide than even the most powerful versions with the largest batteries. The 

disparity will further expand as renewable energy continues to take up a larger percentage of the grid, according to the scientists. 

Additionally, as chemists and software developers extend the range of batteries, EVs will become more efficient. 

.                   Figure 3. Methodology of EV optimization 

Body panels made of steel do not grow on trees. It does not just flow from the ground into battery factories. Even electricity 

produced by solar panels cannot be stored without incurring significant capital and carbon costs. 

Unfortunately, it's nearly impossible to accurately calculate a vehicle's climate cost. The variety of crucial parameters is mind-

boggling, ranging from the utility feeding the factory's fuel source to the precise chemical composition of the battery. Much of the 

carbon footprint of a vehicle after it is on the road will change depending on where it parks and spends its days. For instance, cold 

weather reduces EV efficiency, and a car charging up close to a coal power station will produce significantly more emissions than 

one using a solar array. We concentrated on simplicity and equity when we started out to develop a formula for gauging the 

"greenness" of the current crop of electric cars. We sought an equation that would be reasonably simple to apply to newly released 

automobiles, quick to learn, and still serve as a reasonable approximation of climate costs that could be used consistently from car to 

car. 

We came to recognize that green model is primarily based on two metrics: using economic system which capture simply how 

properly car makes use of its resources to on street, and battery length which serves as proxy for the carbon expense of actually 

making the vehicle. The previous accounts for 70% of the score, even as the latter makes up 30%. Can be achieved through flow 

chart shown in fig 3. Our version does not at once account for the carbon price of truly strolling collectively the components and 

panels of a automobile. 
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4.1 Economy 

The majority of EV efficiency metrics simply calculate a car's range based on the size of its battery, but this isn't how most 

customers choose their vehicles. Figure 4 shows few EVs in affordable expense. 

Figure 4. Seven best range electric cars 

We sought a statistic that would more accurately reflect the complete vehicle. Since the battery makes up a large portion of the 

curb weight, this strategy rewards battery efficiency while simultaneously tipping the scales in favour of other climate-friendly 

tactics likechoosing lightweight components and materials. Everything that goes into an automobile, whether it be a suspension 

spring or a seat heater, has a carbon cost in the end. Instead of using energy units, approaching economy through weight more 

accurately represents those choices. On our scale of economy, lighter cars do better on average, but not always. 

       4.2 Battery Size 

The production of the battery pack alone is responsible for the majority of emissions when it comes to bolting together an electric 

vehicle; emissions typically range from one-third to two-thirds, depending on the product and the plant. The battery pack alone 

provides the biggest climate difference, assuming that all other components have comparable carbon footprints—a wire harness, 

for instance, uses roughly the same amount of resources to manufacture for a Mustang Mach-E as it does for a Mini Cooper SE. 

The size of the power pack for any given car acts as a stand-in for all emissions up until the machine arrives at the showroom or 

driveway in our model. General structural model shown figure 5.  

Figure 5. Battery size 

  4.3 Dedicated Renewable Energy 

In the 2W, 4W, and buses segments, more over 1.5 lakh EVs were sold in India during FY 2019–20. Although there are no official 

statistics on the mainly unorganized electric 3W market, it is estimated that there are upwards of 20 lakh units in total, including 

both passenger and cargo vehicles.As part of the Paris Agreement, India pledged to have 40% of installed electricity capacity based 

on non-fossil fuel sources by 2030 and to reduce its GHG emissions by 33% from 2005 levels. India imports fossil fuels worth 

more than $100 billion USD annually. The government's initiatives to improve energy security, lessen vehicle emissions, and 

strengthen the currency can be credited with the EV push. Renewable energy (such as solar, wind, and biofuel) delivered either on-

site through the project's associated infrastructure or directly from a dedicated supply source line of transmission. In contrast to the 

renewable electricity provided by the larger grid, these renewable sources form a unique section. The main grid may also receive 

some of these specialised renewables. Renewable energy (such as solar, wind, and biofuel) delivered either on-site through the 

project's associated infrastructure or directly from a dedicated supply source line of transmission. In contrast to the renewable 
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electricity provided by the larger grid, these renewable sources form a unique section. The main grid may also receive some of 

these specialised renewables. 

In 2017, there were just two electric vehicle models available on the Indian market. Because of this, BEVs made up just 0.15 

percent of all new passenger cars registered between April 2016 and March 2017. However, the India electric vehicle (EV) market 

had eight or so electric car types in the start of 2018, giving Indian consumers who wanted to purchase electric vehicles greater 

choices. Additionally, it is anticipated that the cost of electric vehicles would decrease over the forecast period, making them more 

affordable to own (TCO) than conventional vehicles. This is anticipated to open the door for the widespread adoption of electric 

automobiles. 

4.4 Petrol & Diesel usage killing our planet 

Fossil fuels are dangerous and their intake is threatening the environment. The public's fitness is negatively impacted over the 

long time through poisonous emissions from petrol and diesel cars. Compared to petrol or diesel cars, electric motors have superb 

lower emissions. From a performance factor of view, petrol or diesel motors can only switch 17%–21% of the energy carried 

inside the fuel to the wheels, despite the fact the electric motors can convert about 60% of the electrical energy from the grid to run 

the wheels.  

Figure 6. Benefits of EVs. 

 That represents an 80 percent waste. even when energy introduction is taken into account, petrol or diesel automobiles still 

releases kind of three times as tons carbon dioxide as the average EV. Absolutely electric motors have 0 emissions. India’s goal is 

to reach more or less than 40% of its installed electric powered ability from non-fossil fuel-based power sources by means of year 

2030 in an effort to reduce the impact of charging electric powered cars. Electric cars are the destiny of transportation in India, as a 

consequence we have to make the transition right away. Figure 6. Several benefits of EVs. 

A. Easy to drive & quiet 

Electric cars are so clean to drive and don't have gears. Best accelerator, brake, and steering has to be controlled. Certainly placed 

your car right into a home or public charger on the road to start charging. Because of their discount of noise emissions in 

comparison to standard motors, electric powered cars are also very silent. 

B. Charging at home 

Consider if you going too late to work and you are at a fuel station for the duration of activity hours. The use of an 

electric powered car can resolve those issues without difficulty. Simply go away your automobile plugged into the charger at home 

for max. four to five hours before you go. It is easy to decide your trips in advance if you may discover a charger near where you 

park your car. What if sooner or later you forgot to plug on your car? If you are using a two-wheeler, you may simply get guide 

from quick chargers or even battery changing services. 
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C. No noise pollution 

As there may be no engine under hood, electric powered cars can operate silently. A silent car has no engine. You need to look into 

your device panel to see if the electric car is on because it runs so silently. Producers ought to create fake sounds to electric 

powered cars because they are so silent to keep locals walking on road safe. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The future of the automotive industry and the environment depend greatly on electric cars, but it is still unclear what shape they 

will finally take and whether or not the general public will accept them. Concerns about air and noise pollution, the pollution (and 

energy consumption) from abandoned cars, and the difficulties associated with recycling gasoline-powered vehicles are all factors 

that appear to be pushing toward the adoption of the electric car. 

The effect of electric powered cars can be massive and lasting. They’ve two pros: they lessen pollutants like CO2 and climate 

change at the same time also saving drivers money. Electric powered cars are also tons quieter than fuel-powered cars, which 

makes them best to beused in cities. The numerous benefits of electric vehicles support their expanding popularity. As more people 

move to electric vehicles, the advantages in terms of the environment and the economy are only anticipated to increase. 

Additionally, the global population plays a pivotal role in the realisation and succession of this commercial enterprise. It is our 

intention that via mass marketing, making people aware about benefits of electric automobiles and environmental training projects, 

citizens of our country might sense empowered and encouraged to drive an electric powered cars. Go electric and make a 

contribution to changing the world for the reason that anyone can make a difference 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The electric vehicle market is set to expand owing to the ambitious plans and initiatives of the government. The government 

has taken a number of steps to incentivize and promote the deployment of electric vehicles and public charging infrastructure to 

achieve significant electrification by 2030. India is targeting to reduce its excessive oil imports and curb pollution levels across 

cities in the coming years. Electric vehicles will play an important role in achieving this target. 
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